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Interaction potentials of LiH, NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH
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Quantum-mechanical calculations of the potential energy curves of the singlet and triplet states of
LiH, NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH formed by the approach of ground state alkali–metal atoms and
hydrogen atoms are presented. Precise values are determined for the coefficients of the van der
Waals interaction and estimates are made of the contribution of the exchange interaction at large
distances. Together with empirical data, they are used to assess and improve the accuracy of theab
initio potentials. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388044#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in trapping of cold atoms and photo
sociation spectroscopy in ultracold samples1,2 have allowed
the determination of diatomic interaction potentials with hi
precision. Accurate interaction potentials, particularly
large separations, are needed in calculations of the scatte
of atoms at ultralow energies.1 Collisions at ultracold tem-
peratures are major factors in determining the behavio
trapped atoms and the formation of Bose–Einst
condensates.3 For example, evaporative cooling~used to
reach ultralow temperatures! depends on the thermalizatio
rate coefficient which is determined by the cross sections
elastic collisions of the atoms. The scattering lengths, wh
give the ultralow energy scattering cross sections, also
tate many properties of Bose–Einstein condensates, suc
their stability, size, and excitation modes.3,4 Mixtures of the
alkali metal atoms with hydrogen atoms may be effective
enhancing the cooling efficiency.5 We present hereab initio
calculations of the potential energy curves of the singlet
triplet states of LiH, NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH formed by th
approach of ground state alkali–metal atoms and hydro
atoms. The result for LiH has been presented graphicall5,6

For NaH and KH, the effective core potential combined w
the core polarization potential has been used to calcula
large number of electronic states.7 As this method has a
semiempirical character, we performed new calculations
ing ab initio all-electron methods for NaH, KH, RbH, an
CsH which are presented in this work.

We attempt here to use an analysis of the atom inte

a!Electronic mail: rcote@phys.uconn.edu
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tions at large separations to assess and improve the accu
of the ab initio potentials.

II. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

Ab initio calculations using a large scale configurati
interaction method6 have been carried out of the potenti
energy curves of the lowest1S and 3S states of the alkali
metal hydrides LiH, NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH at internucle
distances from 0.3a0 to 25a0 or 30a0 .

The calculations employed products of atomic ba
functions represented by primitive Gaussian functions o
mized to describe the lowest electronic states of the vari
allowed symmetries as in the LiH case.5,6 For atomic hydro-
gen seven orbitals with exponents 19.79, 2.945, 0.72
0.2301, 0.085 52, 0.031, and 0.0098, threep orbitals with
exponents 1.4, 0.34, and 0.093 and twod orbitals with ex-
ponents 1.2 and 0.25 without contraction were adopted. T
basis set yields a binding energy that is 0.008 eV less t
the exact nonrelativistic value of 0.5 a.u. and an elect
affinity of 0.740 eV compared to the accurate value of 0.7
eV.8 For lithium we used 15s, 10p, 6d, and 3f primitive
Gaussian functions,6 for Na 18s, 12p, 7d, and 3f , for K
18s, 14p, and 8d, for Rb 19s15p10d, and for Cs
20s15p10d, all without contraction. The atomic Hartree
Fock calculation using these bases gave total energies c
to the corresponding numerical values.9

Optimal molecular orbitals were constructed from mu
ticonfiguration self-consistent field calculations with two a
tive sigma orbitals, and multireference configuratio
interaction calculations6 were carried out which included a
possible single and double excitations. For LiH, all four ele
trons were represented explicitly in the construction. F
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH, the valence-core correlation w
included by augmenting the full valence configurations w
single core excitations.

The MOLCAS program10 was used for the molecula
configuration-interaction calculations. The calculated bin
ing energies and the resulting interaction potentials are av
able electronically.11

At large distances the interaction potentials have
form

V~1S1uR!5Vdisp~R!1VS
exch~R!, ~1!

V~3S1uR!5Vdisp~R!1VT
exch~R!, ~2!

where the dispersion interaction may be represented b
power series expansion in the inverse of the internuclear
tance

Vdisp~R!52
C6

R6 2
C8

R8 1¯ , ~3!

and the exchange termsVS
exch and VT

exch are exponentially
decreasing functions ofR whose form we consider in
Sec. IV.

III. DISPERSION FORCES

The van der Waals coefficientsC6 andC8 in Eq. ~3! may
be determined to high accuracy by writing them in the for

C65
3

p E
0

`

aH
d ~ iv!aA

d ~ iv!dv, ~4!

and

C85
15

2p E
0

`

~aH
d ~ iv!aA

q ~ iv!1aA
d ~ iv!aH

q ~ iv!!dv, ~5!

wheread( iv) andaq( iv) are the dynamic dipole and quad
rupole polarizabilities of the hydrogen and alkali metal
oms evaluated at imaginary frequenciesiv. The dipole po-
larizabilities of Na, K, Rb, and Cs have been calculated
within an uncertainty of less than 0.5% or better by man
body perturbation theory.12 We obtainC6573.83(9) a.u. for
NaH, 111.2~2! a.u. for KH, 124.3~3! a.u. for RbH, and
149.7~2! a.u. for CsH. The value for LiH is 66.544 a.u.5

To determine C8 for Na we extended many-bod
techniques12 to calculate the dynamic quadrupole polarizab
ity. The dynamic quadrupole polarizability can be written
a sum of quadrupole transition matrix elements divided
energy denominators. The major contribution arises for
from the 3S1/2– 3DJ transitions. We used anab initio rela-
tivistic coupled-cluster method which included single a
double excitations13 and we obtained^3S1/2iQi3D5/2&
524.31 a.u. and^3S1/2iQi3D3/2&519.85 a.u. for the re-
duced matrix elements of the quadrupole operatorQ. We
combined these values with experimental energy differen
and added their contributions toaq( iv) to those of the
higher discrete and continuum valence states compute
the Dirac–Hartree–Fock approximation. The resulting sta
quadrupole polarizability for Na isaq(0)51922 a.u., which
should be an improvement over the nonrelativistic mo
loaded 04 Jul 2011 to 134.197.31.110. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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potential valuesaq51878 a.u. of Marinescu, Sadeghpou
and Dalgarno14 andaq51807 a.u. of Patil and Tang.15

For NaH, we obtainC854059 a.u. within a probable un
certainty of 2% whereas Patil and Tang15 obtained C8

53856 a.u., which is smaller by 5%. For KH, RbH, and Cs
we adopted theR28 coefficients of Patil and Tang.15

Estimates of the higher order coefficients beyondR28

arising from second-order perturbation theory have also b
presented by Patil and Tang15 and we used them here in ou
calculations of the dispersion forces. Contributions fro
higher orders of perturbation theory were neglected.

Examination of theab initio calculations of the single
and triplet potentials11 shows that exchange forces becom
negligible forR.18a0 and only the dispersion contribution
remain. At such large distances the interaction energies
small but a limited comparison can be made.

For LiH, theab initio calculations are consistent with a
asymptotic form of about273/R6 a.u., some 10% large
than the correct values. In absolute terms, the numerical
curacy of the individual values is high. Thus atR527a0 the
expansion~3! yields an interaction energy of22.031027

a.u. compared to theab initio value of21.831027 a.u.
There is some loss of accuracy for the heavier alk

metal hydrides due presumably to the increase in superp
tion error associated with the requirement of larger basis
for a multielectron system. For NaH, the asymptotic form
the dispersion energy is about2100/R6 whereas the correc
form is 273.8/R6. Bearing in mind that the interaction po
tentials obtained in the molecular configuration interact
calculation is the result of subtracting one large quan
from another, the numerical accuracy of individual points
again high. AtR527a0 , the series~3! yields an interaction
energy of22.131027 a.u. and theab initio value is22.7
31027 a.u.

For KH, theab initio calculations overestimate the lon
range dispersion forces by a factor of about 2. The lead
term of the dispersion energy derived from theab initio val-
ues is about2200/R6 a.u. whereas the correct value
2111.2/R6 a.u. At R520a0 , the ab initio value is 26.3
31027 a.u. and the predicted value is24.231027 a.u.

The results for RbH and CsH are similar to those
KH, the ab initio calculations yielding dispersion energie
that are too large by factors of about 2. Our calculated val
of C6 for RbH and CsH are, respectively, 124.3 and 14
a.u. to within an estimated error of 0.2%. AtR520a0 theab
initio value for RbH is23.031026 a.u. compared to the
predicted22.331026 a.u., and for CsH theab initio disper-
sion energy is23.931026 a.u. and the predicted value
23.031026 a.u.

The discrepancy between predicted andab initio values
illustrates the great difficulty that conventional methods ha
in predicting quantitatively the long-range form of intera
tion potentials. The achievement of an absolute accurac
1027 a.u. for the lighter hydrides and a few times 1026 a.u.
for the heavier indicates that theab initio calculations pre-
sented here are very successful.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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IV. EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS

We attempt here to assess the accuracy of the exch
interaction, which distinguishes the singlet and triplet pot
tials. For a pair of like atoms,VS

exch(R)52VT
exch(R) asymp-

totically andab initio values of the exchange energies can
obtained by subtracting theab initio singlet and triplet po-
tentials. For like atoms, a formula given by Smirnov a
Chibisov16 provides a reliable representation of the exchan
forces at large distances. Their representation assumes
the exchange energy arises from the interaction of the
lence electrons in the region on the internuclear axis midw
between the nuclei. In the case where the ionization po
tials are quite different, the exchange interactions are de
mined more by the valence electron distribution near
atom with the higher ionization potential. The assumpt
leads to the approximate formula

VT
exch~R!2VS

exch~R!5F~k!uF~R!u2, ~6!

whereF(R) is the valence electron wave function atR and
k is an imaginary momentum given in a.u. in terms of t
ionization potentiala2/2 of the alkali metal atom by17

k252a21
2

R
. ~7!

The valence electron wave function can be represen
asymptotically as

F~r !'
A

A4p
r 1/a21e2ar . ~8!

In the calculations we used experimental ionization energ
and factorsA from Ref. 18. The functionF(k) depends only
on the scattering of slow electrons by atomic hydrogen in
singlet and triplet states and does not depend on the a
metal atom. We assume thatF(k) is a constant and attemp
to determine it from theab initio calculations of the poten
tials. If we subtractV(3SuR) from V(1SuR) we eliminate
asymptotically the dispersion forces. The resulting inter
tion energies vary over many orders of magnitude and
R.10a0 they are consistent with the exponential variati
with R given by uF(R)u2. The best overall choice of th
external constantF that reproduces the exchange interactio
for the five hydrides appears to be 180 a.u. In Table I
compare theab initio values with the values given by

VT
exch~R!2VS

exch~R!'180uF~R!u2. ~9!

The ab initio calculations capture the rapid variation of th
exchange energy withR, even at very largeR where extreme
cancellation is occurring. AtR515a0 , the possible numeri-
cal uncertainty in theab initio interaction energies is of th
order of 1028 a.u.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

At small values ofR, empirical data on the1S1 poten-
tials are available.19 The case of LiH has been discuss
earlier,5,20 and the potential curves are shown in Fig. 1. T
ab initio data for NaH are compared with RKR~Rydberg-
Klein-Rees! data in Fig. 2. For theX 1S1 state the predicted
loaded 04 Jul 2011 to 134.197.31.110. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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well depthDe is 15 638.3 cm21 and the predicted equilibrium
separation isRe53.578a0 . Stwalley et al.19 recommended
the empirical valuesDe515 900 cm21 and Re53.5659a0 .
RKR data are available only for the eight lowest vibration
levels.21 Over a limited range ofR they indicate a potentia
that is uniformly deeper by 1.6% than the theoretical cur
The triplet state has a shallow well with a depth of 4.1 cm21

at an equilibrium distance of 12a0 and it supports one vibra
tional level.

We carried out a similar analysis for KH. Theab initio
singlet potential has a dissociation energyDe of 14 803 cm21

and an equilibrium distanceRe54.22a0 . Empirical RKR
data are available for all the 24 bound vibrational levels t
are supported by the potential. They yieldDe514 772.7
60.6 cm21 andRe54.2332a0 .22 Theab initio well depth of
thea 3S1 state is 3.8 cm21 and the equilibrium separation i
Re513.2a0 . It supports one vibrational level. A compariso

FIG. 1. LiH. Ab initio potentials and comparison with the RKR data (1)
from Ref. 20. Solid and long-dashed lines representab initio X 1S1 and
a 3S1 potential curves, respectively~see also Ref. 5 for a detailed discu
sion!.

TABLE I. Comparison of theab initio exchange splitting betweena 3S1

and X 1S1 potentials with the predictions based on Eq.~9!. Here, DV
[V(3S1uR)2V(1S1uR). All quantities are in atomic units and notatio
x@y# stands forx310y.

R
~bohr! 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0

LiH
DV 4.37@24# 2.65@25# 1.52@26# 8.63@28# 1.00@28#
180uF(R)u2 4.87@24# 2.72@25# 1.45@26# 7.45@28# 3.75@29#

NaH
DV 6.38@24# 4.19@25# 2.65@26# 1.33@27# 1.00@28#
180uF(R)u2 6.92@24# 4.23@25# 2.46@26# 1.38@27# 7.55@29#

KH
DV 2.06@23# 1.65@24# 1.32@25# 1.01@26# 7.00@28#
180uF(R)u2 2.21@23# 1.85@24# 1.46@25# 1.10@26# 7.99@28#

RbH
DV 3.21@23# 2.92@24# 1.80@25# 2.66@26# 1.60@27#
180uF(R)u2 2.91@23# 2.61@24# 2.19@25# 1.76@26# 1.37@27#

CsH
DV 6.82@23# 6.36@24# 6.04@25# 5.84@26# 5.60@27#
180uF(R)u2 4.61@23# 4.68@24# 4.43@25# 3.99@26# 3.47@27#
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of ab initio results for theX 1S1 state and the energies d
rived from the RKR analysis is given in Fig. 3. Theab initio
calculations underestimate the singlet binding energies
about 0.2%.

For RbH RKR data are available for the lowest 11 vib
tional levels of theX 1S1 state.23 A comparison with the
RKR data is presented in Fig. 4. Theab initio dissociation
energy De514 301 cm21 is 2.0% smaller than the recom
mended valueDe514 5806600 cm21.19 The predicted equi-
librium separation is 4.5a0 and the experimental value i
4.4726a0 . The well depth of thea 3S1 state is 2.7 cm21

with the equilibrium separationRe514a0 . Only one vibra-
tional level is supported by this well.

For theX 1S1 state of CsH the calculated dissociatio
energyDe514 805.9 cm21 is in excellent agreement with th
recommended value 14 792.2 cm21.19 The calculated equilib-
rium separation is 4.8a0 compared to the measure
4.7135a0 . Figure 5 shows that the calculated values lie b
low the semiempirical data for internuclear distances bey
the equilibrium separation. For example atR58a0 the ab
initio result is 13% lower than the semiempirical value. T
ab initio a 3S1 potential has a well depthDe52.4 cm21 and
Re515a0 and again supports one vibrational level.

FIG. 3. KH. Ab initio potentials and comparison with the RKR data of R
22. See the caption of Fig. 2 for an explanation of the labels.

FIG. 2. NaH.Ab initio potentials and comparison with the RKR data (1)
from Ref. 21. Solid and long-dashed lines representab initio X 1S1 and
a 3S1 potential curves, respectively.
loaded 04 Jul 2011 to 134.197.31.110. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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Subsequent to the review of Stwalleyet al.,19 ab initio
calculations of the potential curves of the lowestX 1S1

states of KH and RbH have been carried out by Garc
Caballol, and Malrieu.24 They obtain for KH a variational
estimate of 15 491 cm21 for De and of 4.36a0 for Re and for
RbH 14 200 cm21 and 3.39a0 . The values for RbH are in fair
agreement with our calculations but there are substantial
ferences for KH.

Based on theab initio potentials, RKR data, and dispe
sion coefficients we constructed the hybrid potentials. F
the X 1S1 states the RKR data were augmented with
uniformly scaledab initio values, and in the region 20a0

,R,30a0 we smoothly merged the scaledab initio poten-
tials into the theoretical dispersion interactions. Using th
constructed singlet potentials, we assembled the triplet
tentials as

V~a 3S1uR!5V~X 1S1uR!1180uF~R!u2 ~10!

for R.25a0 . In the region 20a0,R,25a0 this potential
was combined with theab initio data to provide a continuou
transition to theab initio potential at smaller internuclea
separations.

A comparison of theab initio and the constructed poten
tials ~interpolated when necessary! is given in Table II for a
number of internuclear distances. The complete tables
available in electronic form.11 We believe these potential

FIG. 4. RbH.Ab initio potentials and comparison with the RKR data of Re
23. See the caption of Fig. 2 for an explanation of the labels.

FIG. 5. CsH.Ab initio potentials and comparison with the RKR data of Re
25. See the caption of Fig. 2 for an explanation of the labels.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. Comparison of hybrid andab initio potentials.

R
~bohr!

V(X 1S1uR)
~1023 hartree!

V(a3S1uR)
~1023 hartree!

Hybrid Ab initio Hybrid Ab initio

LiH

5.0 246.349 28 245.609 92 6.716 54 6.716 54

7.5 26.057 66 25.885 94 0.737 80 0.737 80

10.0 20.448 01 20.429 79 0.007 14 0.007 14

12.5 20.044 93 20.043 10 20.016 63 20.016 63

15.0 20.008 80 20.008 44 20.006 92 20.006 92

17.5 20.002 95 20.002 83 20.002 74 20.002 74

20.0 20.001 26 20.001 21 20.001 20 20.001 20

25.0 20.000 30 20.000 32 20.000 29 20.000 32

30.0 20.000 10 20.000 10 20.000 10 20.000 11

NaH

5.0 248.131 87 247.468 91 8.028 91 8.028 91

7.5 27.926 94 27.802 56 0.935 84 0.935 84

10.0 20.622 14 20.612 38 0.025 90 0.025 90

12.5 20.060 72 20.059 77 20.017 84 20.017 84

15.0 20.010 86 20.010 69 20.008 04 20.008 04

17.5 20.003 45 20.003 40 20.003 26 20.003 26

20.0 20.001 56 20.001 54 20.001 53 20.001 53

25.0 20.000 37 20.000 40 20.000 37 20.000 40

30.0 20.000 11 20.000 15 20.000 11 20.000 15

KH

5.0 260.044 24 259.722 03 9.395 32 9.395 32

7.5 218.500 58 218.006 72 1.563 01 1.563 01

10.0 21.997 76 21.922 98 0.133 44 0.133 44

12.5 20.180 88 20.180 25 20.015 23 20.015 23

15.0 20.027 33 20.025 56 20.012 40 20.012 40

17.5 20.007 13 20.006 67 20.005 67 20.005 67

20.0 20.003 16 20.002 96 20.002 89 20.002 89

25.0 20.000 68 20.000 79 20.000 69 20.000 79

30.0 20.000 17 20.000 39 20.000 17 20.000 39

RbH

5.0 262.877 56 262.005 62 10.482 75 10.482 7

7.5 223.182 51 223.088 61 1.863 25 1.863 25

10.0 23.007 98 22.995 81 0.211 70 0.211 70

12.5 20.297 69 20.296 49 20.004 11 20.004 11

15.0 20.029 17 20.029 05 20.011 04 20.011 04

17.5 20.008 67 20.008 64 20.005 98 20.005 98

20.0 20.003 07 20.003 06 20.002 90 20.002 90

25.0 20.000 76 20.000 95 20.000 76 20.000 98

30.0 20.000 19 20.000 45 20.000 19 20.000 45

CsH

5.0 266.312 28 266.892 85 11.237 85 11.237 8

7.5 229.260 75 232.233 78 2.219 83 2.219 83

10.0 25.662 30 26.604 87 0.211 70 0.211 70

12.5 20.534 45 20.623 42 0.012 59 0.012 59

15.0 20.061 31 20.071 52 20.011 12 20.011 12

17.5 20.011 08 20.012 93 20.007 08 20.007 08

20.0 20.003 59 20.004 19 20.003 63 20.003 63

25.0 20.000 85 20.001 16 20.000 83 20.001 15

30.0 20.000 23 20.000 42 20.000 23 20.000 42
loaded 04 Jul 2011 to 134.197.31.110. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
will enable accurate predictions to be made of the scatte
of the alkali metal atoms by hydrogen atoms.5 This method
should be applicable to other systems, in particular to
interaction of Rydberg atoms.
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